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Law .School Addition,
Repair Work Nears End
Lauren Miller

...
BIIIWechtll'

A flock of birds circle e10und campus Tuesdeyefte,-,oon.

Eight Committee Members Chosen
For Appropriations Act Revision
Manuel Franco

members appointed are from the
Senate Finance Committee.
The New Mexico House of
House members appointed to the
Representatives and the Senate committee include Reps. John J.
refused to change their respective Mershon, D-Lincoln, Otero,
versions
of
the
General HAFC chairman; HAFC Vice
Appropriations Act Tuesday, Chairman Jack L. Skinner, D·
resulting in creation of a con• Eddy; Robert M. Moran, R-Lea;
ference committee to work out the and John F. Bigbee, R-Guadalupe,
differences.
DeBaca, Torrance and Lincoln.
Four members from each
The House version of the Act
chamber were appointed to reach a contained most of what HAFC
compromise version of the Act, recommended, including a 10
which finances state government percent across-the~board tuition
and public education for the 1982- increase for UNM students.
Senators appointed to the
83 fiscal year that begins July 1.
All House members appointed to committee include Senate Finance
the committee ate members of the Committee Chairman Alex G.
House Appropriations and Finance Martinez, D-Santa Fe; Jos~ph A.
Committee while all the Senate Fidel, D-Socorro, Valencia;

Booklet Offers Legal Advice
For Divorce in New Mexico
Sandra Boynton

professional counselor, 1 found
there was a big gap not being
handled," White said. ''That gap
was between the legal seryices that
a lawyer provides and the
emotional services that a counselor
provides," that is, understanding
the legality of divorce.
11
Lawyers are so embedded in
the legal system they've forgotten
some of the simple things and it's
hard to step back from the expert
to the novice level/' said White.
White was enrolled in Women
and the Law along with Walters
when they both agreed there was a
need fot a simple explanation of
the legal process of divorce.
. .
"The books that wete available
explaitted the legal principles on a
nationwide level which can be very
misleading in a community
property state. They also talk
about adultery and other grounds
for. divorce that . are no longer
applicable in New Mexico since the
no-fault grounds were adopted/'
ctJntinuedonpsge5

Most of the available materials
on the legal process of divorce are
either too wordy, too technical for
the emotionally distraught to
understand or too broad · and
misleading by covering unnecessary
areas, says Landra White,
counselor at the University of New
Mexico Women's Center.
A booklet describing the. legal
process of divorce in New Mexico
is now available free of charge at
the Women's Center.

Seltling Your Future: A Guide
to The Legal Process of Divorce in
New Mexico, was written by White
and Mury D. Walters, both former
UNM students.
.
The idea for the 3S•page booklet
came from a workshop White
conducted titled "Women in
Transition.'' the workshop was
desigtted to assist women that were
experiencing a divorce in their

lives.
"Dealing with the group

as

a
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Construction work at the
University of New Mexico Law
School is expected to be finished in
March, after completing corrections made on the heating and
cooling system by an Albuquerque
engineering firm.
Glen Luttrell, field inspector for
the Allison Engineering firm
estimated the cost at $289,000.
Besides the repair work at the
La\\ School, an addition to the
UNM Law Center is e,.pected to be
completed by the end of this
month, Van Dorn Hooker,
university architect, said.
The addition will provide space
for the New Mexico Bar
Association and the Public Law
Program. The Law Center has
been under construction since
August 1981.
An engineering firm was hired
after the UNM Physical Plant was
unable to find a solution for the
extreme temperatures of the Law
School. For several years, the
building was reportedly close to
temperatures of 90 degrees in the
:ummer, and 65 degrees in the
winter, making it uncomfortable
for stude.nts and staff. ·
Hooker said that When the
expanded library and classrooms
were added to the old Jaw building,
the two systems did not work well
together.
C]ianges were needed in the
control system and return air
supply system. Some components
found in the existing air con-

Kenneth M.. Schlientz, R-Quay,
Curry; and W.S. Eoff, RMcKinley.
. The Senate version of the bill.
contained no tuition increase for
·residents and had higher appropriations for UNM than the
House version.
The Senate approved 68
amendments totaling about $25.8
million to the House version of the
Act Monday, creating the need for
the conference committee.
As passed by the House last
week, the bill authorized a General Kathy Erekson
Fund appropriation of $1.28
billion. The Senate additions raised
If you're confident perched
that total to $1.31 billion.
upon vertical rock and ice,
If a compromise Act is not adaptable to sub-zero night-time
forged before the last three days of temperatures, and challenged by
the session, Gov. Bruce King will dangerous mountain rescue
be able to veto parts of the act operations, the University of New
after the session is over, Mexico
chapter
of
the
eliminating any chance for the Albuquerque Mountain Rescue
Council is prepared to train you.
Legislature to override any veto.
UNM's chapter of the AMRC
The session ends Feb. 18.
House Bill 93f appropriating "offers. no glory and the j'ob is
$6.4 million to fund construction strictlY volunteer," Clark Gray, an
of the UNM Student Services AMRC board member warned.
Building, has been approved by the
Gray said the. UNM chapter of
House Appropriations and Finance· the AMRC will hold its first 1982
Committee, and will be considered organizational meeting at .7:30
by the full House today.
p.m. Thursday, in room 231-E of
The Senate Finance committee the Student Union Building.
has not yet set a hearing date for
.He said experienced rescue
the Senate bills concerning UNM.
climbers are invited to attend.
Senate Bill 3 would allow the Membership is not limited to UNM
sale of $5 million in sevetance tax students.
bonds to purchase scientific and
Gray said the rigorous training
engineering equipment, $2 million begins with . technical demonof which. would go to UNM.
strations, practice evacuations, and
Senate Bill 4 would allow the overnight mock-rescue operations.
sale of $19.87 million in severance He said a prospective support
tax bonds for capital outlay member must participate ina series
. projects.. at various universities, of practice sessions and must
including $6.4 minion for the ''check-put''
with instructors
Student Services Building.
before becoming a part of that
Senate Bill 33 would appropriate team.
$S million for the work•study
The UNM chapter of the AMRC
program.
works in conjunction with the
Senate Bill 82 w.outd allow local AMRC, he said. Oray said the
school boar~s to sell bonds to fund Albuquerque Council has about SO
off-~antpus insttuctioh covering members, and the UNM chapter
the first two years . of college has about 40 active members.
education ol' in vocational and
People who like to back-pack,
. technical training,
. . . . , . . . .rappel, and ·enjoy other similar

ditioning system needed to be
replaced, Hoo!~er said.
Luttrell said the firm was hired
to analyze the system because of
complaints of "it being warmer
than usual."
"Basically,· we've
been
revamping the heating and cooling
system. A study of the project
showed it can use some minor
ducting changes, and lots of work
that would be considered maintenance," he said.
Luttrell said the ceilings had to
be taken down to get to the approximate area of the problem.
He said a description of the
project included sheet model
modificatons, temperature control
modifications, test and balance of
control systems, minor architectural changes and new
suspended ceilings for certain
areas.
"It's not like I could point out
the exact problem with the original
system. A general study coming up
was made with some minor
ramifications to it," Luttrell said.
.. We're hoping the Work will be
. wound up in a couple of months,"
he said.
"The system won't operate till
it's completed.· and then the
changes will be noticed," he added.
The engineering . firm has done
work for the University before,
said Luttrell. Their projects include
work at the geology building, the
anthropoiogy building, and
Bandelier Hall.

Mountain Rescue Training
Challenges Hardiest Recruim

...
,.

*

sports in mountainous terrain are
well-suited to the program if they
don't mind being called out at any
hour during the night.
A state-certified coordinator,
board member and instructor for
the AMRC. Gary Williams; said
the UNM chapter of the Rescue
Council is a welcome asset to the
original AMRC. He said although
several AMRC veterans are among
the best and the most experienced
mountain rescuers in the country,
they've been working .. some tough
hours" with the Council for four
or five years.
"We depend on new blood· to
keep these dedicated people young
and vitali~ed," he said.
Gray explained that support
teams, rescue teams and strike
teams function interdependently to
complete rescue missions.
Williams elaborated, •• A support
team member is usually a climber
or a backpacker who is learning to
be a rescue member. He · said
support members help rescue and
strike teams effect a rescue.
He said support members can be
climbers, medical doctors, nurses,
HAM Radio operators or base
camp personnel.
Rescue teams, simply defined,
are able to effect a rescue utiHzing
any or all team members, Gray
said.
Skilled in rescue techniques,
Williams said, rescue members are
instrumental "in directing a group
.· COf'tinued on pa!Je 5
.. "

..
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Nixon Loses Federal Court Appeal
! To Keep Portions of Tapes Secret
I
I

Taco Plate
1.00 off

I
I
I
I
I

limit 1 per PJStomer with coupon
EKpires 2-28-82
non·transterable ·no cash value
At The Corner of Yale and Lomas

1

WASHINGTON - A federal
appeals court Tuesday rejected
Richard Nixon's latest attempt to
keep portions of some 6000 hours
of secret Oval Office tape
recordings from being released to
the public.
The decision is a major defeat
for the former president, who has
waged a lengthy legal battle
challenging the General Service
Administration's plan for releasing
the tapes at It regional listening
centers across the country.
_
A three-judge panel of the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Washingtcm
ruled unanimously that letting the
public listen to the tapes does not
violate Nixon's privacy rights as an
individual or a former president.
"We find Mr. Nixon's constitutional challenges unavailing,"
the court said in a 38-page
decision.

I

Wareh for our Thrs. & Frt. Specials
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·NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

Attend An

Out-Of-State School
And Pay

In-State Tuition
The National Student Exchange, sponsored
by the University of New Mexico, offers
full time UNM students paying in-state
tuition an opportunity to exchange with
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pleted, t~ansfer back to UNM.

·

STARTS: Fall Semester 1982
DEADLINE TO APPLY: Feb. 26, 1982
PROCESSING FEE: $15.00

For Additional Information Contact:
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WASHINGTON - -President
Reagan dispatched his top three
economic advisers to Capitol Hill
Tuesday to defend his 1983 budget
proposal before Democrats critical
of its cuts and Republicans worried
about its deficit.
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan, budget director David
Stockman and Council of
Economic
Advisers
chairman
Murray Weidenbaum heard some
tough criticism from key members
of the House Appropriations
Committee when they appeared to

• Friday

11am-2pm
Sub Ballroom North
Football Fever

Only four months after Nixon
resigned in August 1974, Congress
passed a law seizing some 880
Nixon tape recordings and 42
million White House papers. It
ordered the GSA to weed out
personal papers, plus documents or
recordings that raised legitimate
privacy concerns, and to release
the rest to the public.
When the Supreme Court
refused to strike down the law in
1977, Nixon we.nt to court with the
current case attacking the GSA's
plan to replay the tapes for the
public.
He claimed the tapes should be
. presumed confidential.
But the appeals. court, upholding
a July 1979 ruling by federal Judge
Aubrey Robinson, said Nixon
"can ct"aim no such broad right of
privacy with respect to his life
while president."

· Nixon had no comment on the
ruling, His Washington ;~ttorney,
R. Stan Mortenson, declined to. say
whether there would be an appeal.
Archivists, meanwhile, continued reviewing and indexing the
Nixon tapes for their eventual
public release. National Archives
spokeswoman Jill M~rill said
Tuesday the agency hopes to have
the screened tapes and documents
ready for release in 1984-85. She
said archivists so far have reviewed
16 percent of the Nixon tapes.
The tapes contain conversations
and Nixon's personal oral diaries
dating from February 1971, when
the recording system was installed.
Nixon's diary entries never will
be publicly released, the court
noted, because they are considered
personal and unrelated to official
business.

12th

promote the new $757.6 billion
spending plan.
Chairman Jamie Whitten, DMiss., pointedly recalled · the
optimistic economic and budget
forecasts the administration made
last year which never came to pass.
Whitten likened Reagan's
economic program - spending
reductions, tax cuts and tight
monetary policy - to Herbert
Hoover's,
whose
policies
"preceded the Depression that
took us I 0 years to get out of."
"We need to take a new turn
and turn this thing around," he
said,
Even Rep. Silvio Conte of
Massachusetts, the panel's senior
Republican, said, "1 can't agree
with the priorities" of the new
budget.
He objected to 10 percent "real"
growth in defense spending while
other outlays-- excluding interest
on the national debt and
guaranteed payments to individuals
- wo'uld be cut by 33 percent.
On the other side of the Capitol,
Senate GOP Leader Howard Baker
acknowledged, "There is a genuine
concern about the size of the

defkits, the allocation of
resources,"
among
Senate
Republicans. Reagan is forecasting
a $91.5 billion deficit for the
money year beginning this Oct. 1.
But, Baker added, "We are not
on the brink of rebellion."
The budget debate blossomed in
Congress as the president traveled
through the Midwest on a lobbying
trip.
"We will not play hop-scotch
economics, jumping here and there
as the daily situation changes,"
Reagan told the Indiana legislature
at Indianapolis.
During the Appropriations
Committee hearing, Conte said,
"We all want to control inflation,
reduce the deficit and put people
back to work •.. Can't we find
some common ground?"
''Is there some give in the
defense budget?" he asked,
"I'm not trying to suggest that
this budget is airtight.'' Stockman
said. "But your idea that there are
huge gobs that can be plucked out
of (military spending) with no
impact is wrong. We need most of
this money to meet our security
objectives."

AWACS Purchase Finalized
MUSCAT, Oman -The United
States and Saudi Arabia finalized
details of their controversial
A WACS deal Tuesday and agreed
to establish a joint commission to
promote ·military cooperation,
Defense
Secretary
Caspar
Weinberger said.
Weinberger announced the
agreements as he wound up a three
day-visit to Saudi Arabia and flew
to Oman, Where he arrived later in
the day.
"We have agreed to establish
and oversee a Saudi-U.S. joint
committee for military projects
which will deal with military
matters of interest to out two
coumries," Weinberger told the
news conference before leaving the
Saudi city of Dhahran.

Also: Nick Pappis
discusses at 12:15pm

.

THE JUPITER EFFECT
Are We Living in the
LAST DAYS?
For more Info.

....Maranatha Christian Center
1806 Sigma Chi NE • 247-9999

In the basement of the
University of New Mexico biology
building, four women are opening
. an unusual window onto the past.
By bringing together seemingly
unrelated technical specialties,
theGe women ~tre increasing our
understanding of Southwestern
cultures dating back. thousands of
years.
Mollie S. Toll, Anne C. Cully,
Karen H. Clary and Marcia L.
Donaldson are the founders and
primary staff members of the
UNM ethnobotany laboratory, a
lab which combines the discipline
of ethnology, archaeology and
botany.
Ethnobotany examines previous
human cultures in terms of the
plants that were available and their
uses,
Through laboratory tests,
ethnobotanists can help determine
such things as whether an archaeological site. was inhabited
throughout the year or only
seasonally; what the diet of the
people consisted of and how this
changed over time;
what
agricultural activities people
consisted of and how this changed
over time; what agricultural activities people engaged in; and the
kinds of environmental distur·
bances which influenced life in a
particular place and time.
For example, analyses of pollen
from Chaco Canyon reveal that
late Anasazi-period inhabitants
were eating mainly cultivated
plants
and
managed and
semicultivated field weeds. Locally
grown wild edible plants were also
available.
"When compared to two other
Anasazi sites of similar size and
about the same period of time,
there is great similarity not only in
the kinds of plants found but also
in their frequencies of occurence,"
Clary said. "This indicates little
variety in the basic subsistence of
the Anasazi people from these
sites.''
Comparison of the Chaco
samples through time, however,
reveals that little or no cultivation
took place either during the
Archaic period or the later Navajo
occupation beginning in the 17th
century. It appears people from
these periods were making use of

Reagan Aides Defend 1983 Budget

other students at participating Universities
for one vear. All courses successfullv com-

Stvanm· Hart, A"i'ta11t Director ut
offi,.,. ol Ad111 i"'m" and Ht'<·ord'
Schob Hall · H<x>m lU~
!'hone: 277-!J82fJ

UNM Scientists Examine Cultures
Through Remnants of Plant Life

by United Press International
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"l'm happy to say We have
agreed on all the measures
necessary for the sale of the
AWACS to Saudi Arabia,'' . he
added.
U.S. officials portrayed the
agreement on the commission as
the central achievement of more
than eight hours of talks between
Weinberger and Saudi Defense
Minister Prince Sultan.
The United States has been
trying since 1974 to set up a
military commission with Saudi
Arabia, the largest oil producer, in

the Persian Gulf and primary
foreign oil supplier of the United
States. Washington already has
such commissions with Jordan,
Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia.
On the sale of AWACS surveillance planes to Saudi Arabia,
Weinberger said he and Sultan had
finalized the details of the the deal.
Those details were still secret,
but they were believed to relate to
provisions meant to address •
Congressional concern that the
Saudis might use the planes to
monitor air traffic over Israel.
Sultan appeared with Wein·
berger at the news conference and
said he urged the Reagan administration "to take a stronger
stance" against Israel for its
"stupid action" in annexing the
Syrian Golan Heights last
.December and for its attack on an
Iraqi nuclear reactor last June. .
Weinberger said he told Sultan
of "the vital necessity of the
United States having warm,
friendly relations with several of
the countries in the Middle East
and not confining our friendship to
one country. ••
A U.S. official said the new
Saudi-American military com·
mission will meet regularly to
discuss Saudi security concerns and
"decide where we arc going over
the next 5· years.",
_ ,

I
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mostly wild collectable plant foods
such as grasses, as WP.ll as game,"
she said,
Plant remains may also help date
an archaeological site. An example
of this involves the number of rows
of kernels on corn cobs found at a
site.
"Row number is an attribute
which has received considerable
attention, as it is easily observed
and is not subject to distortion or
shrinkage
as
are
size
measurements," Toll said.
Ethnobotany· studies also point
out differences in the way some
ancient structures were used. In
kiva hearths, very few remains
were found, the majority of which
were juniper twigs. The hearths of
inhabited· rooms, however, yielded
much larger quantities of plant
remains and included many more
burned seeds, particularly from
economically important plants.

"lt would appear that hearths in
living quarters were used most
often as a focus for food
processing activities as well as a
receptacle for food processing
debris swept from around the
room," Toll said. "Kiva hearths,
on the other hand, may have
functioned more frequently in
ceremonial or medicinal contexts,
and as a source of warmth."
Ethnobotanists use a variety of
techniques to discover what plant
remains are present in an archeological site and how they were
used.
One method of separating plant
parts from soil samples is
tlotation.
"The technique takes advantage
of the simple principle that organic
materials, particularly charred
ones, tend to be less dense than
water and will either float or
remain in suspension," Toll said.
"Particularly when the soil contains a high proportion of sand,
the sand particles sink rapidly in
water, thus affording a clean
separation of materials."
Plant remains are found in such
archaeological features as hearths,
trash mounds and mealing bins.
Pollen and small plant parts can
also be washed from the insides of
pots and metates - concaved

City, County Merger Urged
By Albuquerque Legislators
SANTA FE (UP I) A
proposed constitutional amendment to lay the groundwork for a
merger of Albuquerque municipal
and Bernalillo County governments received a favorable
recommendation Tuesday from the
House Judiciary Committee.
The proposal, House Joint
Resolution 12, was co-sponsored
by Rep. Brad Cates, R•
Albuquerque, and Rep. Dick
Minzner, 0-Aibuquerque.
"Many officials feel there is a
duplication of services between the
city and the county," Cates said.
"Several fUnctions are already
being consolidated and this
measure would ensure the continuation of that process.''
The amendment, if passed by the
Legislature, would be put on the
ballot in this year's general election. While the amendment
requires statewide approval, the
measure would only apply to the
city of Albuquerque and Bernalillo
County.
If the amendment were adopted,
the residents of Albuquerque and
Bernalillo County would then vote
on the proposed consolidation.
Individual cities in the county
could vote to exclude themselves
from the merged government,
Cates said.
The merger would also require a

bill in the Legislature next year to
spell out the mechanics of consolidation. The entire process of
officially merging the two
governments would take one to
tWo years, Cates said.
Cates said the amendment would
provide the fallowing provisions
for rural residents in Bernalillo
County:
- Rural residents could keep
pou,ltry and livestock to the extent
that present county ordinances
permit them.
~ County residents would not be
indebted for city bonds still
outstanding.
- Special tax districts would be
cre.ated in rural areas so that
residents who did not want certain
services would not have to pay for
them.
- Taxes in the county could not
be increased by more than 10
percent each year.
~ Districts for a consolidated
government council would be
created with at least II members,
so that at least two seats would
represent the rural areas.
Albuquerque city lobbyist Tom
Horan said the Albuquerque city
council supported the concept of
the amendment.
·
Committee members Reps. Hal
Stratton, R-Albuquerque, and Ray
Sanchez, 0-Albuquerque, voted
against the amendment.-

•
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stones used for grinding maize.
But one .of the best indications
of what was actually being eaten at
a site is to study plant remains in
preserved human feces, or fossil
excrement called coprolite.
Many times the various types of
analyses performed in the lab are
complementary because together
they teii more than would each
type of analysis if performed
singularly.
"All of the methods have their
limitations and they all give a
skewed picture of things for one
reason or another," Toll said.
"You need to put them together
and fill in the holes that one
method is going to leave with data
gained form another method."
In this respect, the UNM
ethnobotany lab, which is the main
lab of its kind currently in the state
and one of only a few throughout
the nation, has an edge on many of
its competitors.
"Between us, we do all the
aspects of ethnobotanical work,"
Cully said, "We're all in the same
place. We can coordinate our
efforts and use each other's results.
"I think we're very fortunate,"
Clary added. "1 think we're the
right four people at the right time.
H' s a real fortuitous combination."
BliiWechier

Where can I go if I want to use
recreational facilities?
HPER
Department, Johnson Gym 170, x
5151.

MtJI'~i 0(H1a/dson, a resBBrch associate with a m,<stur's degme in

anthropology, delicately removes seeds from organic matter dated
1150 collected from a hBBrth at the Anasazl Indian flueblo nBBr
Chaco Canyon.

Kennecott
is on the move •..

And we are looking
for graduates in:

• Chemical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Mec...nlcal Engineering

Kennecott Minerals Company
will be on Campus

F~bruary

16

Make an appointment today at the
Campus Placement Center
Kennecott Minerals Company is part of
the growing Standard Oil Company
(Ohio) and fs engaged in wotldwide exploration, mining, concentrating, smelting
and refining of nonferrous minerals.
·
KMC is also a leader In process
technology al"!d development and
construction engineering. The company
offers competitive starting salaries and
outstanding benefits .Programs and
advancement opportunilfes.

Kennecott Minerals Company
Art !:qual Opportunity Employer
M/F/HIV
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Fossils Guide, Photography Among New UNM Press Books

Life and Related Subjects
The reason that you are not .extremely wealthy, of
course, is that you do not carefully keep track of your
finances. John D. Rockefeller carefully kept track of
his finances. He encled up with so much money that
he started giving It away in bales and many of his
offspring became governors. For a while there, we
barely had enough states for Rockefellers to be
governors of. So if you want your offspring to be
governors, you shoulcl drive down to your local
office-supplies store and get yourself a little accountant-stYle notebook and immediately start
writing down your expenses:
-Accountant-Style Notebook- $7.97
-Gas Used to Get to Store for Accountant-Style
Notebook - $1.14
-Depreciation on Car - $4,34
-Parking - .25
-Beef Jerky purchased at Convenience Store on
Way Home - .49
-Damage to Fen<ler Caused by Uninsure<l
Motorist While Car Was in Convenience Store
Parking Lot- $3B!i.62
-Knife Wound Suffere<l in Argument - $1,830,88
-Legal Fees- $12,757.21
See? You're on yo.Jr way to riches. Not only do
you know exactly where your money is going, but all
these items are tax-<leductible, provided you were
talking to your lawyer when you ate the beef jerky.
When you get home, you should sit down and try
to figure out what your major assets are. There are
two kinds of assets: "Liquid" assets are the ones you
have already spent, and "solid" assets are the ones
you still have. In our household, our major asset is
roughly $4,000 worth of pennies under the furniture.
These pennies are a fairly solid asset because to get
them we would have to crawl around and stuff them
into those little wrappers you get at the bank, and the
bank probably wouldn't accept them anyway
because of the high floor-lint content. Our .other
major solid assets are:
-$42.13 worth of U.S. postage stamps that we
bought only recently but cannot use because the

,byDaveBarry

Postal Commission raises. the rate every two or three
days,
-$80 worth of rolls of undeveloped photographic
film which we don't want to have developed
bec~use we can't remember whether they contain
any memorable pictures, but which we don't want to
throw a,way in case they contain any memorable
pictures. We've had these rolls for years now and we
often take them off the shelf and settle down in front
of a crackling fire to look at them and reminisce.
"Remember this roll of film?" we say,
Your only remaining financial responsibility is to
balance your checkbook. Every month, you send out
a batch of checks to various people, and every month
the bank gets hold of these checks somehow, smears
them with bank-style graffiti, and sends them back to
you. The obvious question, of course, is: What are
you supposed to do with them? My wife ignores
them. She merely tosses the bank envelope,
unopened, into a drawer and walks away, laughing a
carefree laugh. So far, she has gotten away with it,
but I'm fairly sure that someday the Bank Inspector
will show up with guns and attack dogs and make
her stay in her room until she balances her checkbook. So I always balance mine. Here's the system I
use:
1. On a large, flat surface, such as a washing
mac)line or floor, arrange all the checks in a tasteful,
numerical pattern.
2. With a sharp pencil, put little check marks next
to all the numbers on the bank statement and all the
numbers in your checkbook.
That's all there is to it. You could avoid even this
much work if you could prevent the bank from
getting hold of your checks and sending them back
to you. One way to do this would be to write, in large
letters at the top of each check, the words "DO NOT
LET THE BANK GET HOLD OF THIS CHECK." If
everybody did this, we would all save thousands of
hours we now waste balancing checkbooks, and we
would probably have come up with a cure for the
common cold by now.

Letters

Upset Student Says Jobs Unneeded
Editor:
We as students are being forced to pay more and
more tuition each semester. I realize that the
University must pay increased utility bills and increased salaries. However, I feel that conservation
measures have helped to limit or alleviate some of the
increasing expenses facing the University. I am
perturbed by the fact that for all the tuition increases
there seems to be little done in the way of Increasing
UniversitY services. Take for example, the Cashiers
Office. I went and endorsed a tuition check one day.
Another scholarship check was not ready. I returned
the next day for my check. I was told that I could not
pick up the check for 4-5 days unless I had my receipt
with me. 1 am not in the personal habit of being a
walking filing cabinet. The reason for the delay, I was
told, is the receipt has to be sorted, goes to be keypunched, goes to the Computer Center where it sits
until some file gets updated, and then is keyed into
Cashiers Office's vast computerized system. Why
couldn't· the cashier handling my account have
updated it, at that time, by pressing it into the

computer then? It seems that the University could
save on 2 or 3 positions which my tuition and tax
dollars are providing. Who knows how many other
positions could be done away with and aggravation
that could be done away withl Also of interest to
myself are Library Services. The other day I went to
get some microfilm copied. I submitted 2 rolls, (2 pg,
from each rolll about 5 p.m. and was told that my
copies woulp be ready about 7 p.m. because nobody.
there knew how to operate the copy machine for
microfilm. After returning later in the evening, I
finally got my copies at about 9:30 p.m. I I am just
wondering why someone competent to handle all
types of copy equipment isn't there all the time? I
don't feel that there should be any reason, other than
a mechanical failure or an unusually large work-load,
for any delay' Surely now, rather than get some
action, I'll end up with excuses from the respective
departments that I've "slandered/' And sure enough,
there will be several more tuition increases before
anything gets changed.
Allen M. Montoya
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o 'Sullivan.

as being related to romantic art in
O'SulliNn accompanied the general
and
to American
geological survey expeditions of renai~sance literature, such as the
Cl;uence King and George Wheeler works of Melville and Thoreau.
in the 19th cent11ry. Dingus is one
Dingus received his bachelor of
of the first scholars to approach arts degree at the University of
O'Sullivan's photos as works of art California, S;mta Barbara, and his
as well as scientific and historical master of arts and master of fine
documents.
arts degrees at UNM. l-lis book
Dingus has re-visited and re- will be available in June for $35
photographed many of the sites until July I and $45 thereafter .•
by O'Sullivan. His
depicted
Fossils of New Mexico by UNM
analysis depicts O'Sullivan's work geology Professor Barry Kues is

--Boo~&------------------------continued from page 1
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said White.
White said people would read
about the other grounds and figure
which grounds were suitable for
them without realizing there Is the
option of irreconcilable differences
;~s grounds.

-Rescue-continued from page 1

Risk of Worst Depression
Could Be Stopped by FDR
tditor;
Article by syndicated columnist, David Broder, tells it all. He
quotes "Reagan meant what he said, and he said what he meant."
Very true, but Reagan is so bent on "keeping his word" that he has
become deaf and blind to those he is hurting.
He is said to be a "good listener" and appears to be open to
persuasion. In my estimation, he may give the impression of
listening to what is being said but he does little thinking about what
is being said. He is far from being a dynamic president as far as
statesmanship is concerned. And the deep-rooted reason for this is
that he will not put himself in place of his fellowman - such as
FOR portrayed.
Let the States take over? "Let George do it." This is Reagan's
philosophy. The less responsibility he has, the better he likes it.
Well, as President Truman once said, "if the kitchen gets too hot,
get the hell cull"
Reagan further states, "I will not ask you to balance the budget
on the backs of the American taxpayer". But reading between his
words, this is exactly what he is doing, balancing the budget at the
expense of the poor taxpayer.
In defense of his plan of tax cuts and spending reduction, he tells
the American people that it will "put us on the road to prosperity
and .stable growth by the latter half of this year." He's got to be a
dreamer. What I believe he is actually saying when he refers to
"us'' is that he will put himself and other affluents on the road to
"further" prosperity.
I venture to say that if we do not have a man such as FDA or at
least close to it by next election, our country will be at a risk of the
worst depression in history,
Lee Reilich

of people trained only in outdoorsrnanship."
Williams said there are two
classifications of rescue teams,
technical-qualified rescue members
and winter technical-qualified
rescue members.
He said, "The technical·
qualified rescue members are
people who, in good weather, can
effect the rescue of an injured
person. The winter technicalqualified rescue members are
specifically qualified and equipped
with winterized gear: an ice-ax, ice
screws, snow shoes and crampons
(boot spikes)." He said the winterqualified rescue teams have been
trained in avalanche danger, travel
and survival in winter situations.
Strike teams, Williams said, are
comprised of two mountain rescuequalified members who stabilize
the injured person(s) at the rescue
site and are equipped with
stabilizing gear and radio communication devices. l-Ie said once
the victim(s) is stabilized and is
prepared for mobilization to
safety, the strike team requests and
waits for rescue and support team
assistance which is strategically
positioned behind the strike team
with appropriate transport and
rescue equipment.
Gray said the strike team is
especially experienced in dealing
with state and ·federal agencies
such as the New Mexico State
Police, the Forestry Service, the
Federal Aviation Administration
and the U.S. Air Fore<!.
Gray said the strike team usually
comprises about 5 percent of the
entire rescue effort. He said the
strike team Is "on call" 24 hours
daily, and individuals of that team
alternate the ''alert" status on an"
even/odd monthly schedule.
Gray said although a trainee
typically progresses from support
team to rescue team to strike team
membership and then to the
AMRC's board of directors, a
skilled rescue climber may become
a rescue team member because of
limited time availability.
Williams said people who are
interested in joining the AMRC
should own enoUgh equipment to·
keep themselves and one other
person alive for 48 hours in ,subzero temperatures. Gray satd a
prospective rescue member should
have a down parka, boots .suitable
for climbing, a rock-climbing
helmet and gloves.

"ln terms of a divorce
proceeding, the least difficult
principle is irreconcilable differences because you don't need to
prove fault, you don't need witnesses
or
extensive court
hearings."
Irreconcilable , differences are the most efficient
grounds for divorce and most
likely what the court will favor
over other grounds ·unless there are
exceptional circumstances,
White said she tried to outline
factors so that women could get
clear information to make a
decision rather than decide on an
emotional basis which may later
cause financial and emotional
problems.
"Most women don't know about

.a.:~~·.t--

property taxes, appreciation and
depreciation of property and income taxes," White said,
She said she bas counseled more
than 50 people a semester concerning divorce for the last seven
years. "The largest group of
women in need of divorce counseling are potential returning
students."
White received her master's
degree from UNM in guidance
counseling in 1975 and was obtaining a divorce during that time.
In addition to the counseling and
conducting workshops at the
Women's Center, White is a board
member of the Women's Resource
Center and heads workshops at the
Young Women's Christian Center.

the first volume in a ·series about geology Professor Stephen Wells;
the natural history of New Mexico and How to Control Your
to be published by UNM Press, Drinking, co-authored by UNM
Like the Kues book, each suc- psychology Professor William R,
ceeding volume will serve as q Miller.
complete field guide for amateur
Gales' book argues that when
naturalists and for scholars.
Charles Darwin published The
Well illustrated, the Kues book Origin of Species in 1859, he had
provides a nontechnical in- no more evidence in support of his
troduction to the ba~ic princip)es theory than di<l the creationists of
of studying and collecting fossils the time. l-Ie examines a generally
along with a guide to the kinds of overlooked period of Darwin's
fossils that can be found in the career - from 1838 when Darwin
state.
read Malthus's "Essay on the
Kues explains the nature of principle of Population," which
fossils and fossilization, the study Darwin claimed gave him the idea
of paleontology and the kinds of of natural selection, to 1859 when
rocks in which fossils are found. Origin wa~ published.
He also discusses the geologic time
The long term evolution of
scale and the significance of fossils
to understanding the history of Nofth American deserts is addressed .in six essays edited by
life.
He says almost every section of Stephen Well. Intended primarily
New Mexico is ri.ch in fossils and for a scientific audience, it
provides a guide to the fossils of originated as a 1980 symposium of
each geologic period represented in the Committee on Desert and Arid
the state's rocks. Fossils of New Zones of the Southwetern and
Mexico will be available in June. Rocky Mountain Division of the
The clothbound edition is $19.95 American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
and the paper edition is $9.95.
Available in June, the book is
Other new books available this
spring include Evolution Without the first study to integrate current
Evidence: Charles Darwin and the research in the geosciences into an
Origin of Species by Barry G. overview of the deserts of western
Gale, a senior official with the North America. The clothbound
U.S. Department of Energy; price is $19.95 and the paperbound
Origin and Evolution of North volume is $9.95.
continued on page 6
American Deserts by UNM

It is a tall order. Vet, It Is a challenge that must be ~~t. Our
future as an Industrial society depends on our abrht_y to
find more efficient _ways to use our limited fuel resources.
AI Fluor, we are working hard to find the answers.
·For over 60 years. we have helped th_e ~nergy Industries by
deSigning and building modern ref1nmg, petrochemical,
chemical and natural gas facifitles. Dorjng that time. Fluor
engineers have been in the forefront of energy
related technology.
AI preSent. we are applying new methodology i!" the.

extraction or oil from tar sands and shale, coal gas1fl~atron
and the refining of-high sulphu_r feedstocks. This 1s a
chaUe.nging 1 exclting.time foreng1neers who are Interested
rn SOIIIIOQ compleK problems.
Graduates with degrees in Chemical, Mechanical, Civil or
Electrical Engineering are inviled to help us shape I he
future of energy technology. For complete career
information. talk to our campus recruiter. or write to:
Fluor Engineers & Constroetors. Inc
Southern California DiiJISIOn
College A_elat1ons
3333 Michelson Ouve
trvme. California 92730

Fluor Engineers & COnstructors. Inc.
Houston Division
4620 N. Braeswood Blvd.
Houston, T>( 71096

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

'ifFWoR
•
We are proud to be· an Equal Opportumly

Employer MIFIH/V

"The last thing we want is for
the restuers to become victims,"
he said.
Gray said ropes and other
technical rescue equipment are
furnished by the AMIW which, he
said, (s a non-profit organization
and depends on donations.

BtHine~~ Manager.,., .................. , ••• Michael tord
N~tionall\dv. M~na~tr .•••....•••••••.•••• James Fisher

Uuer SuinttiMfon~ PoUry

DOONESBURY
Sf!?, m YOIJ f?£AUY

A study of photographer
-'I;imothy O'Sullivan's landscapes
of the American West in the 1860s
and
l870s and the first
authoritative guide to the fossils of
New Mexico are among new books
available this. spring from the
University .of New Mexico Press.
UNM graduate Rick Dingus,
currently a visiting lecturer in
photography at the University of
Colorado, is the author of The
Photographic Artifacts of Timothy

Gray said any questions
regarding the UNM chapter of the
AMRC should be directed to him
at 298-5620.

...

,
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Science Fiction Focus of Lecture Series
Michaellc Myers
The Friends of the University
of New Mexico Libraries will
sponsor a lecture series
scheduled to begin Feb, 17. The
focus of the series is on New
Mexico book writers in science
fiction, fiction and western
writings.
Fred Saberhagcn, author of
"Empires of the East" and
"Berserker's Planet," Stephen
Danaldson, author of "The
Chronicles
of
Thomas
Covenant the Unbeliever," and
Robert Vardeman, author of
"The Fallen Ones" an<! "The
Klingon Gambit" will begin the

series with the Feb. 17 session
entitled "Science Fiction New Mexico Stars."
E~ch session will feature a
short feature presentation by
the authors followed by a
question-and-answer
period
with the audience,
Two other lectures are
scheduled for March 10 and
April 14 with writers William
Buchanan, Tony Hillerman,
Richard Martin Stern, Suzy
McKee Charnas <1nd Norman
Zollinger taking part.
Lectures will be held at 7:30
p.m. in the Anderson Room of
Zimmerman Library at UNM.
Admission is free.

Solar Energy Funding Bill Given
Favorable House Committee Report
SANTA FE (UPI)- A bill to
fund solar eMrgy and appropriate
technology research in the state
received a favorable committee
report Tuesday despite protests
from some committee members
that the program amounted to a
"giveaway'' of state funds.
After two hearings the House
Energy 'and Natural Resources
Committee voted 4-2 to recommend the measure sponsored by
Rep. Max Coli, R-Santa Fe.
The bill would provide a total of
$190,000 for grants of less than
$20,000 to individuals and
businesses engaged in appropriate

energy research.
Examples of projects funded
since 1979 in the Appropriate
Technology Small Gr11nts Program
include windmills, solar wood
drying kilns anr.l geothermal
greenhouses, Charles Wood,
assistant director of the Energy
Resource
and
Development
Division said,
Wood's division would admlmster the grants program
proposed in Coli's bill.
The projects have been funded
by the U.S. Department of Energy
in the past, Wood said, and the bill
would replace federal with state

2 Professors Offer Help for Drinking Problems
Coping with a drinking problem
alone can be difficult, and you
might not succeed without help,
two University of New Mexico
professors who are offering help
said,
Dr. William R. Miller and Dr.
Michael Dougher of the UNM
psychology department are taking
applications for a treatment
program for drinkers who want to
stop.

Their Alcohol Research and
Treatment Project offers individual confidential sessions with
trained therapists.
"The project is aimed at helping
people lose their desire to drink,"
Miller says, "That desire is one of
the major causes of relapse for
problem drinkers."
Participants in the treatment
program will begin with two in-

itllerviews.
formation-gathering
They will attend twice-weekly
treatment sessions for three or four
weeks and then will undergo a
follow-up interview,

research has been promising, With
success rates up to 64 percent in
some cases.

Fee for the program is $35, All
sessions will be held on the UNM
campus,

"This approach is appropriate
not only for alcoholics but also for
non-addicted people who are
having problems with drinking,"
Miller says.

"This is an experimental ap·
preach to treatment of problem
drinking," Miller says. "The initial

Initial interviews for the
treatment program may be
arranged by calling 277-5015.

funds except for $19,000 in ;~d
ministrative costs to be provided
by the DOE,
"I don't feel very comfortable
with these grants," committee
member Rep. Ted Asbury, DAlbuquerque, said. "I just see us
giving $20,000 away, and the
structure of the program seems
very_1 very loose. ' 1 Asbury referred to a masonry
fireplace project completed on the
Taos Pueblo with state funds.
"They built the thing and it sat
there because they didn't have any
wood to run it," he said.
Wood replied the project was
not under the Appropriate
Technology program.
"As far as stopping boondoggling in the state, I'm all for
it," Coli said. "But the way to
stop it is not to nit-pick a good
agency."
An amendment was added to the
bill which would require a
researcher receiving a grant to pay
it back if he did not meet ihe rules
and conditions of the grant.

Class Refines
World View
Of Teachers
Carlos M. Morales

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Richard Padilla
Jukebox Heroes
5 on 5 Basketball

The Taco Villa athlete ol the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: OlliE MILD OR WILD T·SHlRT,ONE LOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED'
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

Elementary and secondary
school teachers from the public
school systems of north-central
New Mexico are enhancing their
understanding of ot.her world areas
through a program offered at the
University of New Mexico.
The Latin American Institute at
UNM has been awarded funds by
the U.S. Department of Education
to establish a Teacher-Fellow
Program
in
International
Understanding with Latin America
as a content focus. Teachers
selected for the program are able
to enroll at UNM for six semester
hours of graduate work in Latin
American courses.
Theo Crevertna, associate
director of the LAI, said 26 applicants have been selected to
receive tuition fellowships for the
spring semester. He said the
program helps educators improve
their teaching skills.
Crevenna said the program
includes curriculum workshops for
teachers to analyze the knowledge
they gain and how to apply it to
schools where they teach.
The Teacher-Fellow Program
will run this spring and summer on
at UNM and three courses will be
offered at the UNM Graduate
Study Center in Santa Fe.
The deadline for summer session
a)lplicatlohs is April30, 1982. This
is the last school year the program
will be offered.

-Press---continued from page 5

How to Control Your Drinking

r--------------------------~----~
1 . THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE:

! FREE order of Nachos

I
I

I·-----------~--------------------J
with any purchase
J
coupoo"'"" •., ...

is an updated edition of a book
published eight years ago bY
William Miller and Ricardo F.
Munoz. It .is a self-help manual
that offers numerous examples of
how to ap)lly self-control methods
used successfully by people who
ha.ve followed the Miller-Munoz
)ltogram.
It wilt be available in A)lril at
$9.95 for the paperbound edition.
A spring catalogue of all new
and re-issued titles available from
UNM Press is available in room
220 of the J ourn:ilisiTl Building on
the t!NM campus.
Where can I go If I want to rent
outdoor recreational equipment1
lntramurals' Outdoor Shop,
Johnson Gym 107, x 5151.
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Segotta, Mead Convicted of Murder
(UPI) - A jury that deliberated get a prison sentence ranging from
over three days convicted ex-lovers six to 12 years.
Following
her conv~ction
Lisa Segotta and David Mead of a
lesser charge of second-degree Tuesday, Mrs. Segotta was
murder Tuesday, in the March 30 released on $75,000 bond, Mead
stabbing death of !\!Irs. Segotta's remained jailed in lieu of a
$100,000 bond,
'
husband.
The couple had been accused of
Tbe solicitation cl1arge against
first-degree murder and conspiracy Mrs. Segotta stemmed. from ber
to commit first-degree murder. 11ttempt a week before her husband.
Mrs. Segotta al~o was charged with died to find a hit man to kill her
criminal solicitation.
·, 25-year-old spouse, The incident
The nine-man, three-woman jury did not involve Mead.
found Mrs. Segotta, 23, and Mead,
24, innocent of the conspiracy
Before the five-week trial began,
charge, but convicted Mrs. Segotta District Judge Jack Love had
on the solicitation charge.
denied requests by botb sets of
The couple will be sentenced defense lawyers to sever the trials
March 1.
of the codefendants.
Segotta, a civil engineer, was
Mrs. Segotta faces a prison term
of 18 to 24 years, and Mead could attacked March 30 and stabbed 44

The state had contended the
couple plotted and carried out
Segotta's murder in order to
further their affair and to collect
on the dead man's $100,000 insurance policy.

Hill is one of eight people who
will review manuscripts on
American literature submitted to
the journal for publication.
"The journal is in its 54th
volume and is generally agreed to
be the flagship of the profession,",
said Edwin H. Cady, chairman of
the board of editors.

1020-A Eubank NE
298-2020
open Tues-Sat 9-5

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES*
Soft Spherical (polymacon) $21 ooo
Soft Toric for Astigmatism (bufilcon) $27500
Soft Extended Wear (bufilcon) $3,5QOO
*COMPLETE PRICE INCLUDES:
Eye e~<am,Giaucoma Testing, Contact
Lens Fitting & Dispensing, lniti01l
Chemical Care Disinfecting Regieme,
Follow-up Care & Sales Ta1<.

Mrs. Segotta told the jury she
had no part in her husband's
death,

Hill received his Ph.D. in
English from the University of
Chicago. He has taught at UNM
for 13 years and has served as
chairman "since 1979.
Hill's teaching and research
fields are Mark Twain, American
humor and scholarly cdtical
methodology,

'Celebrant Singers' To Perform on Campus
UNM student Brad Jones, who
A Christian singing group that
has toured extensively throughout recently returned from a tour with
the United States and the world the group to Ireland, Greece and
will present a free concert of Yugoslavia, said, "The two-hour
contemporary
gospel music musical presentation is an inspiring
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the program that includes conAquinas Newman Center at the temporary sounds with fresh new
arrangements, praise songs and
University of New Mexico.
The "Celebrant Singers," worship choruses combined with
directed by Jon Stemkoski of personal witness and sharing
Visalia, Calif., consider themselves message.~'
Members of the group come
a musical ministry team. They will
also sing at the 4:30 p.m. liturgy at from 14 states and are chosen from
hundreds of nationwide auditions.
the Newman Center.

cliniC..,.

Mead, whose left leg was amputated as a result of a knife
wound be suffered in the attack on
Segotta, said he had only wanted
to scare the victim. He said Mrs.
Segotta had complained of
physical abuse at the hands of her
husband and had asked Mead to
intimidate Segotta, "to show that
someone stood behind her."

Department Chairman Selected for Board
The chairman of the University
of New Mexico English department
has been elected to the board of
editors of the American Literature
journal,
Hamlin Hill was elected by the
members of the American
Literature Section of the Modern
Language Association.

a:ndto.
SQie.ion

times, a patbologist said.

Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
Dr. Robert H. Quick
OPTOMETRISTS

Nuclear Engineering
Scholarships Available
Scholarships of $1000 per month are now being offered
by the Department of the Navy to .exceptional college
students with backgrounds In math, physics,
chemistry, engineering. Training leads to postltlons In
such a~eas as nuclear power operation and
maintenance, research and Instructing. Starting salary
after graduation $27,800. Up to $40,000 in four years.
Exceptional benefits offered. College sophomores,
juniors, and seniors may apply now.

They currently have 10 singers, a
10-piece orchestra and signers for
the deaf.
Members are not salaried. Each
person is responsible for raising
half of their travel expenses,

Contact:
DEPT OF THE NAVY
First. Natlonai.Bank Bldg.
5301 Centrai.H.E. Sulte1013
Albuquerque, NM 87108
(505) 788·3895 collect

Music Fraternity To Serenade
Sigma Alpha Iota, a music
fraternity, in conjunction with
Friends of Music, will serenade
someone's beloved Thursday
through Sunday in an effort to
raise
money
for
both
organizations.
This

is

the

third

year

the

fraternity has been offering the
serenades.
The fraternity will serenade
Thursday through Saturday from
8:30 a.m. to S p.m. and Sunday
from 1 to S p.m. at home or office .
for $25.
For more information call 2772126.

Historical Blacks Honored
Ernest Montoya
"Blacks are still not included in
any of the history books," is one
of the reasons given by Pat Isaac, a
member of the Black Student
Union, as to why Black History
Month fs.observed.
Black History Month is being
observed during February at
UNM.
According to Isaac, Carter G.
Woodson was the originator of
Negro History Week.
"It was developed because
Woodson felt Negros were left out
of the history texts, so he
published the Journal of Negro
History in 1916," said Isaac.
In 1925 Woodson (ormed the

Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History. In 1926, ihe first
Negro History Week was observed.
"Woodson wanted Negros to
learn about Negros," said Isaac.
In observance of the Bicentennial in 1976 and to recognize
Woodson, the name of Negro
History Week was changed to
Afro-American Week. Since then it
has become known as Black
History Month.
The theme for this year's Black
History Month is "Blueprint for
Survival," lssac said.
For more information on Black
flistory Month, contact the
Association for the Study of AfroAmerican History and Life Inc.,
1401
14th
Street
N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 87205.

Air Force Weapons Director Lectures
Bill Lehmann, the first civilian
director of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory in Albuquerque, will
discuss "Space Weapons and
National Security: From What For What?" Thursday at the
University of New Mexico.
His lecture is part of . a series
sponsored by the office. of
Graduate Studies at UNM.
Admission is free.
Lehmann began a career as a
civilian itt the middle of World
War 1.1 with the then new Air Force
as a physicist·cllgilleer in the. area

of military strength and national
security.
He later served in the office of
the secretary of the Air Force and
after eight years in ihe Pentagon,
through the Vietnam War, he
served as director of Air Force
Research in Washington.
Lehman now holds a joint
appointment as a visiting professor
in iTla!lagemellt and nuclear
engineering at UNM.
The discussion will be held from
1 to 9 p.m. in Keller Hall of the
Fine Arts Center.
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WE'RE PROUD OF OUR BURGER BASKET

I

f you're thinking about a thick, juicy
·hamburger made with a quarter pound of
pure 100% beef, gamlshed With plenty of
lettuce, tomato, red onion,. pickle and special
dressing. topped With a 5esi=lme seed bUn and
delivered In a bed of hot tr1spy French Frtes you're thinking about our own Burger Ba~iket
. made for you dally at the Sldeweilk cafe
In the New MeXIco UniOn. W!"'re
proud of our Burger
Basket. We use the best
Ingredients We can find
and put them together
fresh for you • at a very
tasty prtce: $1.59

NEW! DAILY BURGER
BASKET SPECIALS

N

ooJ

we're offer1ng a

d~erent

Burger Special
each day. We'll start with
the same quarter pound of lean

100% beef, of course. Then, we'll add the
Special of the Day, seNe It up on a Salt Water
French Hard Roll, gamiSh with lots of fresh
lettuce, tomato and sweet red onions and
nestle It In with hot French Fries and d1spY
sklncredibles (fried potato skins). All for the
special low prtce of.$1.79 Here's the menu
of Dally Specials:

MOt! DAY

burger

with Sauteed Onions
THURSDAY

Cheese Burger with
Chili Con Came
FRIDAY
Pizza Burger
IV the Daily Burger
Basket Specials at
the Sidewalk cafe.
You'll find taste-tempting
_.: var1at1ons you can enjoy eveiV
· day -atan unbeatably, low price· and It's all here atthe New MexiCo
Union. The best food, the best
selection, the best prices.

New Mexico Union Food Service

P~Jge
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New Nuclear Submarine To Wear.
Emblem Designed by UNM Student
Catherine Jones
A 27-year-old University of New
Mexico graduate student will be
nonored by having the .emblem he
designed represent the USS
Albuquerque, one of the nation's
newest nuclear-powered submarines.
Regan Young, who has been
attending UNM for five semesters,
said the crew of the submarine
chose his crest to represent their
vessel.
Regan Young, UNM architectura
studant, displays the ernb/6171 he
designad that was chosan es the
official saaf of the USS
Afbuquarqus, one of tha Navy's
newest nuclsar submarines.

The crest, which will be used on
the submarine and the crew's
uniforms, was designed to
represent its namesake city, the
three predominant cultures in the
Albuquerque area, and the
elements ·Of the earth.
Young, who has a bachelor of
science in architecture and who is
working on his masters degree,
said he entered the contest because
"1 . thought .it would be good
discipline to have to work within a
certain set of constraints."
"I got the idea of the surround
of the crest from the New Mexico
Title Building," said Young, who
is working on a guide to
Albuquerque architecture. He said
the people he interviewed always
liked the building's emblem, and
he thought it was a good
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Native American Studies at the
University of New Mexico
Proudly Presents:
, 1

•• • • • •• • .
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TODAY
10:00-11 :30 am
SUB THEATRE

<:

How to Get the Job You Want"
will be the topic of the Saturday
and June 19 workshops.

1
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February 9-13, 1982
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ANIMATED FilMS Introduced by.Richard Ellis
Presented by Mike Sangre and Aaron Carr
Arrow to the Sun (Gerald McDermott, 1978)
Coyote and Lizard (Navajo Curriculum Materials, 1974)
Navajo Rain Chant (Susan Oval, UClA)
and others ••••

1:30-3:30 P-ID
SUB THEATRE

WHEN THE LEGENDS DIE
Presented by Ray Tracey, Navajo Ador
When the Legends Die (Stuart Miller, 1972)
Richard Wldmark In a story about a culturally
displaced Ute rodeo rider.

7:308111
LOB THEATRE

,

••• ••• •

12:00-1 :151!m
RODEY THEATRE

4:00-5:30 pm
SUB THEATRE

~

~.
,
1
1 1 11

MOVIE REEL INDIANS
Presented by Phil Lucas, Choctaw
Producer/Director
.
The Movie Reel Indians (Phil Lucas, 1980)-Hollywood
stereotypes examined

2:00-3:30 pm
SUB BALLROOM

'

e ol\

.

June. 18, 1s. a workshop d<;s1gned to
prOVIde gUidance and ass~sta~ce to
in~ividu~ls who . are . dJss~tlsfied
With the~r current JOb Situation and
ares. eekmg a change. ..
.
The workshop Will . mclude
session.s on setf-exptorat!On/setf.
.
discove~' ~nd effective wntten
commumcauon.
''Job Interviewing Strategies:

. 111• • 111
est
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Workshops on changing careers
and job interviewing strategies will
be offered in February and again
in June by the University of New
Mexico Division of Continuing
Education.
be
"Changing Careers," to
offered Saturday and again on

WORDS AND PlACE/FILMING THE HOPI
Presented by Larry Evers (U. of Ariz.)
,
Victor Masayesva (Cultural Heritage Ctr .,
Hopi Tribe)
Awatovi (Old Hopi Slory) ·rare research film in the
Hopi language.
MAKE-BELIEVE INDIANS
Presented by Gretchan Bataille, coauthor

Pretend Indians
The Make-Believe Indians: Native Americans
in the Movies
THE INDIAN PROFESSIONAL
Presented by Sterling VanWagenen, Director
Sundance Institute
Geraldine Keams, Na11a]o Adress
Excerpts from One Flew OW?r the Cuckoo's Nest
(Milos Forman, 1976),
Harf)/& Tonto (Paul Mazursky, 1974) •.. others
The Outlaw Josey Wales (Clint Eastwood, 1976)
shown In entirety

Tio:kets Available from TICkETMASTER or at the DOOR: Program information, registration
$2.50, or $1.50 for UNM Fao:/Stud. for workshops & seminars, and
Rodey Theatre
Lobo Theatre
$5.00, or $4.00 for UNM Fac/Stud.
PASSES, conta£1:
..
. .
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
181 :Z Las Lomas NE
TICkET'S AVAILABLE AT DOOR:
277·3917
SUB Theatre
$2.00, or $1.00 for UNM Fac/Stud.
SUB Ballroom
$2.00, or $1.00 for UNM Fat:/Stud.
SILVER PASS ($30.00) -Good for all public
screenings including a/l.programs listed above

24-HOUR GENERAL TICKETING INFORMATION- DIAL 277·6578..,-

Included will be sessions on selfappraisal, types and kinds of
interviews,
how to establish
credibility, how to fail a job interview,
effective interviewing
teChniques,
researching the
company, how to handle the
multiple
interview,
salary
negotiation, developing . effective
correspondence and role-playing
activities.
Each workshop will be conducted from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Press Level of the UNM
Football Stadium.
Each
workshop
has
a
registration
fee
of
$48,
Registration forms are available
from the UNM Division of
Continuing
Education
and
Community Service, 805 Yale NE.

Women Studies
Notes Tenth Year
Sandra Boynton
The University of New Mexico
Women Studies Program will be
celebrating its 10-year anniversary
Feb. lO, the coordinator of the
Program said.
Ann Nihlen, the coordinator,
said, "The Women Studies
Program at UNM is one of the
oldest programs in the nation.
"Back in February of 1972,
there were five courses offered in
Women Studies each year. Now
there are 10 to 12 courses offered
each semester," Nih len, who was a
graduate student when a committee
was formed to organize the
Program iii 1971, said.
There are more than 400 Women
Swdies Programs in universities
throughout the country. About
one-third of those programs have a
minor or certificate program and
many have a masters program.
Students from every segment of
the University take courses in
Women Studies, Nihlen said.
"There is an 8 to I0 percent
enrollment of men.
"It is an emerging methodology
and becoming an academic field of
study. We are a very strong viable
program now,'' she said.
The anniversary celebration will
be held at the YWCA, Feb. 20
from 6:30p.m. to 10 p.m.
Further information can be
obtained from the Women Studies
Program at 277-3854.

representative symbol,
The Navy gave Young, who won
the overall catagory, an expensepaid trip to Groton, Conn., .so he
could attend the $333 million
vessel's christening in March.
Young, who is a dorm resident,
said the submarine, which is longer
that a football field, will be
christened on March 13, but is not
e)!pected to be ready for use until
1983.
Mayor Harry Kinney will also be
attending the christening ceremony
that will be held at the General
Dyn&mics Electric Boat Division
shipyard where the city's namesake
submarine is being built.
The USS Albuquerque, which
will be the 17th commissioned
nuclear-powered fast attack
submarine in the Los Angelesclass · was named after the city as
part ~f a public relations campaign
by the Navy.
The. submarine is designed to
have a high submerging speed and
will have improved weapon
systems. The USS Albuquerque
would be used to destroy enemy
ships and to escort aircraft
carriers.

Absence of Space
Offers Problems to
Jewish Association
Richard L. Drinon Jr.
"Being a commuter school hurt
us," said Rick Phillips, former
chairman of the Jewish Student
Union. The union, which was
affiliated with the Jewish Community Council of Albuquerque, is
now defunct.
Phillips said the problem is a
common one on commuter
campuses across the country. Most
of the nation's larger campuses
have at least one Jewish fraternity
and sorority which are stro~gholds
for the Jewish students,· he said.
The University of New Mexico has
neither.
Two years ago, when Phillips
chaired the union, things were very
busy. He said he believes there are
about 400 to 600 Jewish students in
the area and that the union had a
mailing list of 450 people. Phillips
said this was not a very large
Jewish population for a college the
sizeofUNM.
Phillips said at one time in the
early 1970s the union was very
active and even had a· newspaper of
its own. While he was chairman
the group had no building. By the
time the group was able to get a
room on campus, numbers were
dwindling
and
it
seemed
unreasonable to do so, he said.
There were about 30 students
involved in the student union two
years ago, according to Phillips.
He said about 75 stUdents turned
up for a Hanukkah party at the
International Center in December
1980. The student union was more
of a social! cultural place of ex·
change, Phillips said, in comparing
the group with more religious
Jewish organizations in the area.
Phillips said he has been approached by eight . students this
year who want him to preside over
a student union again. He said he
would like to see another Jewish
union ori campus, but he would
rtot act as president. He would
prefer to help out and act as an
advisor. "I know how io cut
through the red tape and get things
done," Phillips said. "I would be
glad to give lots of time."
Phillips
said
there
are
professional groups who will come
to campus and help Jewish
students get such a group started.
He said there is a tremendous
amottnt of information films,
speakers, projects and books
available to help start a program.
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Literature Class Examines Indians' 'Round' Culture Ideas
Kathy Baca
Have you ever noticed how
"square'' our Amoi'rican society is?
Take a look at the buildings
around you, the house you live in
and even the television you watch.
Pretty square?
Ever notice how "round'' Indian
architecture and Indian art is?
Artist R.C. Gorman's paintings
follow a circular pattern, as does
Indian pottery. This circular form
is not accidental. It represents
Native Americans' belief in a
circular existence.

..

Luci Tapahonso's 397 literature

class studies various "Native
American expressions from the
1900s to the present," and helps
students understand the philosophy
behind "round" and "square"
societies. ·
Tapahonso, a Navajo writer and
UNM graduate, feels in order for
students to appreciate Native
American writers, they must first
understand Indian beliefs.
"The circle represents the
universe," she said, "and inside
the circle are all elements of the
earth, working together to mantain
a balance."
"A square," Tapahonso said,
''is a strange shape for people to

hoi<\ onto, as people themselves are
not square, and it does not have
the same powers as a circ.le.''
The circle shows how everything
is interdependent and cannot exist
alone, she said.
"This basic concept can be
universal and all people can learn
from it. n
Tapahonso places a great emphasis on "oral tradition" in her
class.
"The art of storytelling," she
said, "is the reason a Jot of people
have survived. And they will
continue to survive because ofit."
Tapahonso, who has been

said. ''! couldn't stop if I wanted."
Tapahonso's
people,
however, do not acknowledge her
accomplishments as a writer, she
said.
'' l have a hard time with my
people's rejections," she said.
"It's sad because without them J
wouldn't be me. I wouldn't be a
writer and this book wouldn't
exist.''

writing for the past ten years,
refers to herself as "not a writer of
today but an extension of
storytellers that have gone back for
thousands and thousands of
years.''
She says she writes primarily for
her daughters in hopes of
preserving their culture in books,
and keeping her beliefs and those
of her people "frozen" throughout
history.
Tapahonso, who was born in
Shiprock, recently published a
book of poems entitled Shiprock.
The poems represent her people
and their lives in Shiprock.
"Writing is like a disease," she

This is Tapahonso's first
semester as an instructor. She finds
it both exciting and challenging.
"I feel good," she said, "when I
see people's faces after class and I
can tell it's been a good class."

'·
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Graduate Psychiatry Student Given $2000 Scholarship
Karen McAlpin
A fourth-year medical student at
the University of New Mexico has
been awarded one of 12
scholarships given annually to

Midday Talk
To Focus on
Halting Rape

seniors in the United States and
Canada.
Jeff Swinehart received the
$2000 scholarship for his
specialization in psychiatry. The
American
Medical
Association/Educational Research
Foundation gives the awards based
on scholarship, financial need. and
demonstrated
interest
in
psychiatry.
The 32-year-old said he likes his
work with people and crisis
situations.

Swinehart said "his work experience includes two years as a
case worker at the Bernalillo
County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center and also in
inpatient service. He was an
outpatient counselor at the Taos
Mental Health Clinic for nine
months.
As an undergraduate at UNM,
Swinehart said. he worked two
years with AGORA. He was on the
board of directors in 1971 and also
served as chairman of the Suicide
Contact Committee.

For six months prior to his
graduation, Swinehart said he was
a group worker for the Bernalillo
County Juvenile Detention Center,
Swinehart said he is a certified
Associate
Director
of
Psychodrama also. "Psychodrama
is a forerunner to psychotherapy,"
he said, and it provides "a way to
act out things" like psychological
issues.
He said one example could be an
employee having a. conflict with
their boss. With psychodrama, the
person is given the chance to play

the roles of both employee and
employer.
Swinehart said there are a lot of
opportunities in psychiatry in·
eluding "forensic work, public
service, working on a mental
health team, consultation with
schools
and
organizations,
treatment for alcoholism and
private practice."
A transfer student from the
University of Iowa, Swinehart
graduated from UNM in 1972
majoring in art and minoring in
psychology.

Sandra Boynton
"Rape
Awareness
and
Protection" will be the subject of a
brown bag luncheon to be held at·
the University of New Mexico
Women's Center from noon to I
p.m. today .
Nina Mackta will be speaking at
the luncheon and has been the
education coordinator at the Rape
Crisis Center for two and half
years.
Mackta said she will discuss
general information about the
services the Crisis Center offers,
motivations of the rapist,
emotional aspects of rape and child
sexual abuse.
"The best protection against
rape is awareness of the crime,"
Mackta said. "Anybody can be a
victim, and there is no stereotyped
image of the rapist in a dark
alley."
When asked if UNM has a
higher incidence of rape as
compared to other universities
Mackta said it is hard to tell
because the majority of rapes are
not reported,
"Often the victim knows the
rapist and is worried about what
family and friends might tbink,"
Mackta said, "which is one attributable factor as to why rapes
are not reported."
Anyone interested is inv.ited to
bring their lunch to the Women's
Center located at 1824 Las Lomas
NE.

THe QUeST Of THe secReT CITY

sweepsTAKes

heres a city in Eur?Pe-you could travel there free.
So unravel these rzddles' and
· . uncover z kP'\1
....r
'ts"

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that win appear here each
week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddte. The leHers with numbers below them correS'
pond to the numbered spaces In the master key. As you
flU in the letters of the master key, you win be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.

WHATA.M l?

TO~NTER SWEEPSTAKES:

1, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize oonsistsof!Wo regularround·tripeconomy airiares
to the secret cit}i, 3<klay Eurail passes, American Youth Hostel
passes,!Wo backpacks and $!000 In cash.
3, Cut out master key for use as official enlry blank or use 3" x s•
card. Prlnl your anower along with your name and address. Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. The first 1,000 oorrect respondents will receive a posler as an
entrY prize.
s. Aft entries must be received by 3115182. Enler as ohen as you
Wish, but each enlry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3122182 by
the Highland Group, an lndependeotJUdglng organlzalion whose
decision is final.
7, Sweepstakes void where prohibited, ta>ed or otherwise restricted.
a, All potential winners msy be required lo sign an aftldavit of eligibility to verity compliance With the rules wilhin 3() days of receipt
ol same. For a fist cif prize winners, send self-addressed, stamped
envelo!JB to Secret CIIY Sweepstakes cio Highland Group, 16
Knight St., Norwalk, C'T 06851.
·

Speech To Feature
Award Winning·
Argentine Poet
A University of New Mexico
graduate, who is a well known
Argentine poet, will lecture on his
personal literary experiences
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the
University of New Mexico Ortega
Hall Reading Room.
Hector Cincotta of La Plata,
Argentina, received his undergraduate degree at UNM in
Spanish
and
contemporary
Argentine poetry at the Universidad de Buenos Aires <and the
Universidad Nadonal de Ia Plata.
An accomplished and welipublished poet, Cincotta is the
wihner of numerous Argentine
poetry awards.
ihe talk is co-sponsored by the
UNM Latin American Institute
and the modern and classical
languages department. It is free
and open to the public.
• .....

Upon a staff I sit,
I tell the name arul. pitch,
Not one, not two, but three,
InstrUct the .rymphony.
I

7

9

(Answer to \%ek#1 Riddle: SNAIL)

GeNeRAL fOODS® INTeRNATIONAL COffees
M.AKe GOOD COMPANY.

© G!neral F'oods COrporation 1j)B2,

•
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Arts
Film Committee Hosts 'Adversaries'

$l 99

2 pes. Chicken (combo), with
•
potatoes, grr•vy, beans,
(reg. $2.49) or cole slaw, 1 roll

Invisible Adversaries
Preview by Ray Abeyta

4-701 Central N.E. • 265-2510
(across from Hiland Theater)
-10% off any item on menu. to all UNM students with valid ID-

:lJoonits

CORNER OF CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

The ASUNM SUB Theatre is the
only bastion of eclectic cinema on
campus. Thank God and ASUNM
for this little underground viewing
room of celluloid delights.
The program for this semester,
under the guidance of Marci
Gruenhut, is bringing in an array
of films that is sure to satisfy most,
if not all, tastes. Everything from
"Excaiibur" to the recent films of
Ernie Gehr and Red Grooms will
flash across the silver screen in the
SUB basement and all for the
nominal ree of $1.50 (students,
etc.) or $2.00 (normal folks; etc.).
The general philosophy of the
committee for the past few
semesters has been to present a
well-balanced mix. of art and
entertainment suitable to the
University community. 'What is a
well-balanced mix of suitable
content for a university?' you may
ask. Well here we are, students,
f&culty &nd staff, thoroughly
~ immersed in our respective fields
of study, studying hard for God
knows what end in this crazy place
we call planet earth U.S.A.
College: home sweet home to
; countless and varied interests and
~ intellectual pursuits - a haven
from the madness that surrounds
us.
Enter the cinema: an escape, a
confrontation,
an indulgence if
.~
you will. You pay your bucks at
the window, get your ticket, take
your seat. The lights go out, the
image comes on. Films in general
are a public ritual; films at the
SUB are public ritual plus. The
University environment is a rich
place, the compost for future
growth. The flow of ideas that
exists at universities is like no place
you'll ever be. Where else are you
going to run into so many types in
one place?
So., working from this assumption, the film committee has a big
bill to fill. Entertainment is a gas;
everybody needs to get away from
it all now and again. Art's fun too;
everybody can use a different point
of view now and then. The aim of

-SPEC~2 Hamburgers .... .
3 Rolled Tacos ... .
Deluxe Hamburger.
(includes: lettuce, tomato, pickle, raw onion)

'J\

1

We also have fish, shrimp,
clams, BBQ and chicken.

'-1!J00lllf..S CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

, .................................................................................1
~

. Dr. Frances Steinberg Ph.D

I
;
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~

Growing Up Normal

I

Thrusday Feb. 11th
7:00pm
Psychology Bldg. Rm. i34

~

~

..,..____._,.,,..................... .......................,.,.
~

sponsored by Psi Chi

.

TheNational Psychology Honorary
~

liNM

Ill

Special

February

PRf:MEDICAL~Pi!OFESSIONS CUJ8
is pleased to hav.e the company of:

1 Dr. Diane Klepper, M.D.·
Medicai.Doctor
2 Dr. Lawrence Leyba,.D.O. •
Doctor of Osteopathy
.3 Dr. Lawrence James, D.D.S.P.A. ·
Doctor of Dentai.Science
4 Dr. Donald Huelsmann DUM· D.V.M.·
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
5 Dr. Michael Wamer D.C.·
Doctor of Chiropractics
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the film committee is to provide
that balance to a community witl:t
an eclectic taste in all things
available.
Tonight's film at the SUB is
. perhaps one of the best arguments
for the attempts of the film
Gommittee here at UNM. The film,
an Austrian import by filmmaker
and. performance artist Valle
Export is entitled "Invisible
Adversaries,"
Export received a sizable grant
from the Austrian government to
'make a film. The resulting film
had little if anything to do with the
original proposal. When the
Austrian authorities saw what had
been done with. their money, an
investigation into the artist was
begun. The scandal' that ensued
made "Invisible Adversaries" one
of the hottest films in Austria.
Described as a post-modernist
"Invasion of the Body Snatchers,"
Export uses the theme of extraterrestrial invasion as the take off
point for a film that explores the
micro-macro relationships of the
world and its inhabitants.
The bad guys are an invisible
force that is gradually talc)ng over
the city of Vienna and the greater
community of the world. Rather
than colonizing the earth, the
extra-terrestrials, known as
"Hyksos," seek to completely
destroy it. They do this by taking
over the minds of the earthlings
and raising the aggression levels to
the extremes of illogic. People are
excessivlv nasty in all things
normal: · shopkeepers tell their
customers what they can do with
their sexual organs, police expose
themselves, a man licks the street,
the main character and her
boyfriend begin to have in·
numerable spats over the nature of
their relationship all is madness. The only person aware of
what is happening is the main
character, a photographer and
video artist who has heard a
Hyksos radio broadcast.
Pandemonium spreads, war is
impending and our protaganists'
relationship has fallen apart in a
spate of arguments over traffic

They will talk about the schooling, training, and practice of
each of these professions. Questions & answers afterwards.
Also this meeting will have club elections, talk about the
MCAT • OAT Review starting March 8, 1982, autopsy and
surgery observations, D.H. Lawrence Workshop, and other
items of interest! Everyone is welcome, come equiped with
questions to ask this distinguished group of professionals.

tickets, sexual equality and the
tal<eover of the planet. Having lost
her boyfriend and the world gone
to war, she seeks help from a
psychiatrist who diagnoses her as
schizopnrenic.
Is there hope for our hero? Will
the Hyksqs take over Vienna and
the world? I'll never tell - you
have to find this one out for
yourself.
".Invisible Adversaries" plays
the SUB tonight for one showing
only at 8 p.m., so if you feel any
sympathy for the protaganist of
this film and the Hyksos are
getting you down, head for the
underground and catch this film.

I
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With the arrival of spring, so
comes the arrival of America's
favorite pastime - baseball. For
the University of New Mexico
baseball team, a new beginning
without the errors and inconsistent
pitching that plagued th~m last
year is coach Vince Capelli wants.
Capelli is optimistic about the

new season, which kicks off Friday
with a doubleheader at Nevada-Las
Vegas, Cappelli has a solid nucleus
of e~perienced pitchers and some
much-needed new blood in the
form of left-handed pitching.
The
returnees
include
righthanders Jim Sharpe, Mark
Beeson, Keil Higgins, Dave
Steinberg and Bill Dunstan. The
newcomers are junior college

Nick Greenwalt

Serving the community, research
into the motor learning of handicapped children, and the training
of instructors are the
three
components of the Adapted
Physical Education Program at the
University of New Mexico.
"Serving the community involves Albuquerque-area children
in an annual activity program
pertaining to physical education,
· motor
development,
and

socializing through movement,"
said Dr, Ernest Lange, the director
of therapeutics.
"We provide activities for
special education kids in four areas
- swimming, physical education,
games and rhythm and dance,"
Lange said.
He also said that socializing
through movement teaches kids
through play. "They ,learn to
appreciate each other, they learn
rules and that their are penalties
for breaking them, and they

Valentine's Couple Run Set
By Intramurals Department
Do your heart a favor this Valentine's Day and enter the second annual
University of New Mexico Valentine's Couples Run Feb. 13 at the UNM
North Golf Course.
A three-mile run, the event will start at 10:30 a.m. and is open to the
public. Only couples may enter. Winners of the run will be determined by
combining the times of both partners.
Nancy White, an assistant coordinator of the UNM Jntramurals and
Campus Recreation program, srud separate categories will be provided
for UNM and non-UNM runners. The entry fee is $5 per couple for those
who·register·before Sp.m. Feb. 12 and $6 the day of the run,
All couples will receive a photo of the group and of themselves in an
embossed frame for participating in the run. If both partners want
photos, the entry fee .is $9. Only male and female couples are eligible to
enter.
Jnt.erested persons may register at the intramurals office in room 230 of
Johnson Gymnasium.

lip
tjerViee
Assodatlon of' Acc:ounllna Studenis -

Pitching Corps Solid as Lobos Open Baseball Schedule
transfers Joe Perotte and Craig
Jenks, freshmen Kevin Anderish,
Dean Duane and Dan Bale. The
first four are the lefties that
Cap)lelli has be'n yearning for
since his arrival.
Last year most of Cappelli's
pitchers had nagging injuries, but
they are all healthy so far this
season, says new Lobo pitching
coach Larry Jaster. Jaster. was

I

i

Poet Phyllis Thompson,
visiting
creative
writing
professor from the University
of Hawaii will give a reading of
her works in the Humanities
Theatre tonight at 8 p.m.
Thompson,
an
IS-year
resident of Hawaii, is Director
of Creative Writing <tt l).H. and
is currently conducting poetry
workshops here through the
English departments creative
writing program.
This is the first of the UNM
Poetry Series readings for the
spring. The reading is sponsered
by the GSA and is free and
open to the public.

--~---------------------------------------------------------------------

I UNM Program Helps Special Needs
l
I

Poetry
Reading

Sports
Steve King

. i'

develop self-confidence," Lange·
said.
"Our previous research efforts
have to do with motor learning of
handicapped
children,
the
establishment
of performance
criteria in motor domain and
evaluation, and a review of acceptable procedures which may
suggest a future change in teacher
prepar~tion and the program," he
added.
"We have a graduate-level
training program that prepares
students for assuming teaching
roles in public schools and
prosram developr.1ent at all
levels,.' he srud.
The Adult P.E. Developmental
Program also offers a therapeutic
Jab. "The lab setting is equipped to
provide excercise therapy to
recommended students, faculty
and staff," he said. "They have to
be referred and their excercise
programs set up by either their
doctors or the Student Health
Service.
"The main goal in the lab is to
assist in a rehabilitation process in
accordance to established medical
procedure as prescribed by a
physician and implemented by an
adapted physical educator," Lange
said.
He added that the lab provides
services for overweight people and
for those Who need general
physical education improvement.

hired in the fall &nd is the first
exclusive pitching coach that has
ever been hired by the University,
Jaster has good credentials and
should be a big help to the Lobo
cause.
"We will split the ballgames for
the pitchers in the early going,"
said Cappelli. "Pitching is the key
to any game so we will get the
expeirienced pitchers in as much as
possible and then work the freshmen in gr(ldually. Hopefully we
can get people like Higgins and
Steinberg to be relievers .as wen as
starters."
Sharpe and Beeson are the
scheduled starters for the games at
UNL V. Sharpe was 6-2 l~~&t year
and had both of UNM's WAC

[]ArnE WIJAl[] •••
The

Wor~d
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E~ec1rDnh:::

wins, including a big win over
Southern Division winner Hawaii,
Beeson was plagued by all sorts of
injuries and compiled a 1-3 record
while pitching in 12 games. Higgins
and Steinberg have the inside track
to fill the starting rotation's other
two spots. Capelli will have to go
with a four-man rotation because
of the WAC's new four-game
format.
Higgins, nicknamed. "Mr.
Violence" for his knack of beaning
opposing batters and his tenacious
temper, was 6·6 last year with a
pair of saves. Higgins was used
mostly in relief and won three
g11mes while throwing few pitches.
Steinberg was 2-S while pitching in
I 6 games and was 0-3 as a starter
in conference play.

HALLMARK
RESUME SERVI.CE
Professionally prepared for results.
Attractive rates. Word processor perfect.
We offer student discounts!
For an appointment call884-7101
A DIVISION OF HALLMARK PERSONNELCONSULTANTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•••
•
Grand Launderet
••
•
: 1416Grand NE

843-7396 :

••
••
••

.Washers, Dryers,
Drop-Off Dry Cleaning
24 hour service

••
••
•
••

:
:

And Wash, Dry & Fold
for .50( per pound

:
:

•

••

Meeting

Wednesday at noon :it the Artderso-ri School of
Management.
Sludtnl Heallh Center- Beginning Thursday the
SHC Mental Hcahb Service will offer group therapy
sessions focusing on improving social skills and
interpersonal relationships. The group will m~t on
Thursdays from 2 to 3 p.m. al the Studcn.t Htallh
Center.
G•Y 1nd Ltsblan Student Onion - The GLSU
orrice will be open Tuesdays rrom noon to 2 p.tn.
and on Wt'dnesday from 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.trlw Drop
by lor Information on event~ or just to .say hi.
New Multo l.1crow Club - Annual spring
mecring to discuss .scheduling, practices and h:.im
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(Beside Campus Market)

•
•

(min 51bs.)
Present Hours Bam • 6pm {will be remodeling)
March 1, 1982 Bam • 8pm (open 7 days a week)

:

New Owners

•

Jtm & Nat Guldty

•

U•deo uames.:

attendantalwavsondutv

and doughnu1s Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the 'Honors

WHAT'S THE PURPOSE?

Support 'Votlr Black Student
Union at UNM. There will be a meeting Wednesday

at4:30 p.m. -at the Afro American Studies.

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop.

There seemed to be in me a definite quest for the meaning· of life. I
realized that the deep desire In me could only be salisffed by experiencing the real meaning and purpose of man. Based on this f sought to
observe and evaluate the basic results of man;s typical efforts,
Avenues such as mere humanitarianism, morality, high education, bet·
fer standard of living, ethics, politics and religion when carried out simply
proved to become another strata covering up this basic hunger In man.

OVER or-"FRIEND~~
Everyone loves to be remembered.
on VALENTINES DAY with
"P-<llllf(
a carnation delivered by
DELTA SIGMA PI
On sale

Eventually I realized everything we are, have and can do is merely
human, derived from our birth to possess the human life. And that as
human be lngs God made us to experience a second birth so that we can
poss~ss His diVine life. No.v having experienced this I am enjoying the
meaning of my human file, that is, to be a living vessel containing and ex·
pressing Christ as such a subjective and practical reality.

Wednesday & Thursday
at the SUB&
nderson School of Management
$1.00 per carnation •
plus delivery

Randy Bass

'Have you played any "one•on-one11 lately?
30 games for you to c;:halenge.

Tickets available
for Peabo ltYaon
at the Kiva Aucl.

2120 Central SE
•

~ ~

••

'

•••

'

'

•

•
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•' •'

'

•

•

•
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Acroll from UNM
N•xtto Do" Pancho1a
247...120

•:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

poiicio:s Wednesday at 7 ·p.m. in. Johnson Oym,

Center.
OmeRI Psi Phi -

•
•

•
:

room 154,
Women"!l Ctiitir/Women'a Studltt Brown B•a
Serlrs- "Rape' AWareness and Prolettiontt will be
the topic Wednesday at noon at the Women's
CC:nlcr.
Prtskfentl•l Schol1n Oub- Meeting O\'Cr coffee

:t"hurs. 2·1.:1•82 at.7:00 p.m. in Education Bldg.103

••

You are invited to enjoy a meeting with

CHRISTIANS ON CAMPUS,

today and every Wednesday
at 12:00 noon in the SUB · room 250·A

~J

,,lr

f,

1:·:·
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microwave oven, $12j month plus one half u!ilities.
Call St ro 266-6522.
211 S
CI.EAN F.FH<;IENCY $165 Utilities paid. 404
Danmouth SE. Deposit. Male preferred. 255-~303,
2/15
TWO BEilRQOM llOUSF., fireplace, greenhouse.
2-biks to campus, $350, 256·0675.
2/lS
ONE BEDROOM CONDO,, whlrlp!Jol, all uti!!tie~
paid; $250 total, Near University. 884-5298.
2/15
STUDIO 5155. WATER, electric paid, furnished,
laundry facilities, 24M03o, 881·9004.
2/16
EFFICIENCY $175/MO, ONE·BEDIWOM
$210/mo,, two blocks from UNM. Carpeted, furnished, iaundryroorn, utilities paid, 242-6648. 2/16
ROOMMATE WANTED: TO share )·bedroom
apartment near Montgomery and Louisiana, non·
smoker, Christian preferred, $1 SO/mo. Kitchen,
fireplace, ill·OUt do9r pool. Cali 884-8802 a(ler 12:00
2/10
pm.
THREE CtiOICE IIOMES near UNM. Cali Susan
Beard the university area specialist at Walter· Hinkle
Realty, 256-3814 or268·4551.
2116

10. Cardiogram
Today through February 12
Deadline is ~oon the
day before insertion

5. For Sale
Vlllt:o RECORDER, SONY SL-5400, I yr. old.
Cost $1100. Will sell for $750. Gary 822·5117. 211.~
WE IIOT DISTRIBUTORS PrescripU~n eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimlcs~. $54,50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menuai N.E. across from LaDelies.
tfn
72 I)ODGE l>ART EXCEJ.I.ENT condition inside
and outside. Radial tires, A/C, 318-V8 cngin;, and
much more for only $1395,00 268·4928,
2/10
IIP·41 C GRA PIIJCS PRINTER • E~celient eon·
dition. Srili under warranty. With case and extra
paper, $255. Call821·7007 evenings.
Z/12
SKIS 150, BINDINGS 202S, Boots, size 8, Poles·
s8o.oo,z6s-om.
2115
SURPl.US JEt:PS, CARS and trucks available.
Many sell under $200! Call 312·742·1143 ext. 67S for
information on how to purchase.
2110
1969 VOI.KSW AGON DU.G AI condition, One
owner, 265·4836 o044·)138.
2115
Nt:W 1982 PIONEE~ SX·S AM/FM stereo receiver,
60 wnus total power, pius extras, negotiable, 255·
3879.
2/10
J)OUBU: BED, BOX. springs and mattress $20 or
2/11
offer, 266-00n evenings,
PIONEER HOME CASSETTE deck.. new Cll!l·
dition, must sell $70, 266·4705.
2/11

Marron I IaU, Room 1a1.
Uu,l "•Ill h "' II !ulul!• 1

Open from 8:00 f.\.m. to 5:00 p.tn .
Special tate is 1 0 cents per word.

1. Personals
SNOW! SNOW I SN()W! Wolf Cr(ek is "Colorado
snow counlry" so ·you. can bet there is e~cellent
skimg. Join u~ l'ebrunry 19·.21. Low rntes! for more
information, cull277·2336 or .211·5 Ul.
2/12
SllOHT OF .fUNilS? Enchilada red or .green chili
.89. lllg burrito red or green ehiliSI.OO. Tostndn red
or green chili .59 nt the Cnsa del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union Jlldg.
tfn
n:~:UN(; Cil!II.TV7 I'URCIIAS~; your freedom
frQin needless guilt luday. Se11d SI.OO and a self
addtesml etlve!ope to: Guih·Free, Suite A-2,4S7
Wnshii1~ton Sli, Alb.,N.M. 87108,
2112
nN~:ST S~:t.U.'TION OF unique and lrndilional
gold wedding scrs. Cllarlie Romero Jewelers', 29.1·
69()1.
511
JliST A SNACK! Sopapllin with honey .35, salsa
and cllips. 75, nachos Sl.OO in the Casn del Solin the
New Mexico Student Union.
tfn
ROU.t:H llt:RIIY Al.ll. Rebels versus Rocky
.Mounrnln Miners, february H, 1982. Civic
Audiloriurn. Tlckm available Ticker Master
Locations.
2112
COI.Il • A l.ARG~: bowl or whar? Large chill, r<d
or green $1 .2S. posole Sl.25, beans .65 in Ca•a del
Sol, New Me~ico Student Union Bldg.
trn
SNOW! SNOW! SNOW! Wolf Creek Is "Colorado
snow countrf' so you can bet there is excellent
skimg. Join u~ February 19-2L Low rates! For more
infonnati~n. cali277·2JJ6 or 277·5151.
2/12
ACCURATt: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, mrillrAJtion, abortion, Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
PRt:GNANCV Tt~'iTING & COUNS~:LING, Phone
247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSPOR'J',. IMMIGRATION, 1.1). photos. 3 for
S6.00! 1 Lowest prices in town! Fast, plelllling, short
walk from UNM. Cali 265·2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.tl., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
or Silver, Hours: I0-6 weekdays, Saturday 9·5. tfn
CONTACTS.POLISIIING, SOl.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company en Lomllll just west of
Washington.
trn
Wt: BOT IJJSTRIBUTORS. Premlption eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gold
rimles~o 554.50 (regular S6S.(J()), Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
lfn
ONI.Y $1,35. 1WO farrll"fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 1 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe.
('Qrner of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 2687040.
lfn
55 BU\'S Bf.ST TIP of the week, Daily Lobo will
pay SS for rbe best news tip we receive every week,
Sources <an remain confidential, but. Editor mu•t
have •1our name to pay winner. 277•S6S6, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
Tilt UNM I.AW School Clinical. Law Program
cffets legal services for student• and staff, furnished
by qullliried law students under faculty supervision.
Availability Is limited to those whose ru~sets and
income do not exceed established guidelines. 53.00
registration fee, Call 277·5265 for information and
oinlppllinunent.
2115
VAU:NTINE GREETINGS .FOR your sweetheart in
the UNM bookstore Gift Shop.
2/12
MAZATLAN $1118. SPtNIJ a week itt the sun
during spring break, Contact Jeff, 242·5917, Keith,
24Z·0824,
2/U
DROOKE SIIIELIIS WHt;RE are you? We now
have Calvin Klein jeans f()r only SH.OO at ''More
than Uags," 101 Cotnell S.E. (across rrorrt UNM).
2/15
PI.AYBO\'S, PENTHOUSt:, Pl.A \'GIRL, Oui,
Playgirls, back Issue$ 99 tents while supply lasts. 11
Price books, Rectlrds, Magazines, University at
Central,
211 S
SPRING BREAK '81, Mazatlan all the wayl Sttident
Travel Center lias prices you can afford! Cali 271•
2336 or visft suite 251 upstairs iilthe sun.
2/19
l.t:ARN TO •·t,Y, whholit wings. Join the UNM
Shdiving Club. Meeting, Wednesday, Febtuaiy 10,
ti:)Oprn, ll.oom 2~0ASUIJ.
2/10
WOMEN'S SLOWPITCII SOfTBALl.. Gold
teague. lnterested72SS·I3t13,
2115
Tilt: CIIU;Kt:N IS coming, the chfckeri Is coming,
the chicken is conling, the thicken is coming; the
chickcll I~ conling. the chicken is coming, ihe
chicken Is .coming to the New Mexico Student Union
Food Service.
tfn
WntTIIEIC SCtf(JOI, SECOND Annual Arts and
Ctnfu Fair, Aptil 17 •. AppHcallons now available at
sdmol office or b)• calling ZSS·1038 or 255•1314.
2/10
SINGU:S ONI.fr .3$ a single cone • .60 for a
doubk • .15 ror a ttiple. New Mexico Union lee
Crean• Sl1op.
tfri

2. Lost & Found

t:AGU:'i NEST CONDOMINIUM. Affordable first
home. S27 ,900 with assumable II 718 percent
mortgage. Amenities Include pool, Jacuui, laundry
facilities, private parking. Ncar UNM, golf tennis,
PART·TIIIfE JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
owner/agent, 256·9589.
2111
21 years old. Apply in person, no phrme calls,
CONDOMINIUM FOR RENT. Near UNM. I
please. S1J,Veway Liquor Stores at 5704 ).omas NE,
bedroom, carpeted, pool, jatazzi, laundry, private 5516 Menaul NE.
4/15
parking, all utilities included. $225/month, 256OVERSt:AS J()DS • SUMM~:Riyear round.
9589.
2/11
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. Ail Fields. $5()().
ROOJ\f t'OR RENT. Nice house near campus,
Sl200 rnonthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
greenhouse, fireplace. Clean quiet woman,
Box 52·NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
2/16
SIJS/month plus Yi utilities. 265·2518,
2111
MARRIED COUPI.E WITHOUT children to
ONE DEUROOM APARTMENT, ten minutes from
manage 22 unlt apartment complex near university.
UNM. $145 month, you pay utilities. $100 deposit,
Apartment plus salary, Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
242·2437.
2111
NE. Alb .. 87110.
2111
OfF STANFORD·ff:NCED 2·bdr. house, 5210.
Carport, kids, pets, Sun Rentals, Small fee. 262·
17.SI.
2/12
Nt:WI EL SUR Apanments, Security, Lighted GOT A \'EN to wonder out yonder? Say it here. tfn
parking, Laundry, patio. Unfurnished one-bedroom
5110. Corner of Dallas and .Dell SE, 842·6170 or268·
8333.
2/12
ENORMOUS 4BDR, IIOUSE 5300, fenced yard,
carport. School near by, Sun Hentals. Small fee.
262·17SI.
2112 WOMEN ATHLETES: TRY soecerl First, second
IIOUSE t'OR SALE close to UNM, S15K down.
SS7S·MO.P.I.T.I. Two bedroom study, den,
W/F/P, private court yard. 265·1261.
2/12
FOR RENT 1...:.BR. unfurnished J·bloeks from
U.N.M. Off ~treei parking, available NOWIJI ,
2/12
5145/mo. 266·6872 days, 29M8IS nights.
BIKE TO CLASS • 3 clean rooms, $90, fenced, kids,
'pets. Sun Rentals. Reusable fee. 262·1751,
2112
Makers of Handmade
CAMPUS Cl.OSE BY. SE 2 bdr house, SI9S, Kids,
Indian Jewelry
pm fine. Sun Rentals. Reusable fee. 262-1751.
OLDTOWN
2/12
ROOMMATE WANTED, NICE two bedroom
house, fireplace, garage, laundry facilities, cable TV,
. .
··---------------,

6. Employment

<;~;N~:ROUS R~:WAIUI ~'OR

sheepskin mitten! lost
Feb. 8. Call Claudia 877·2177.
2/12
t'OUNn WOMENS TAN knit glove with leather
palm. Claim in Room IJ I Marron Hall.
2112
tOST BRUNTON COIIfPASS and leather case, 296·
1869, reward.
2111
I.OST: UOG, Af'C;AN grey female, 243-4259. 2/10
R~:WAHI) FOR A dark blue back pack and conleri.ls
taken from the UNM Bookstore. Call Sandy nt294·
5460.
2/12
R~:WARIJ OHEH~:D FOR blue ski gloves lost in
Geology 1221'rlday 6, Call822.·0633,
2/1 I
s~;l' Of KEYS found 2-2·82 near norrh campu>,
Five keys In yellow leather holder.
2112
I.OST DROWN l.t:ATIIER wal!:t, .Johnson Gym
Locker Room, Erik Galloway, reward, 294•5889.
2110
I.OST IIIG IIROTIIt:R'S Tl·55, 1125/82, 268·9594.
2110
CI.AIM VOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

7. Travel

8. Miscellaneous

division teams want players, 265·1470, keep trying.
2123
FREE BEER, W.INE etc. , , over $75 coupons, !llll
of Fare Restaurant Guide. U,N.M. Bookstore. 2/12

9. Las Noticias
ENJOY GOOD CliRISTIAN music with IJ~M
HarpiS!, J.aura Smilhburg, at Fellowship Christran
Reformed Church, 4800 Indian School Rqad (across
from YMCA9, February 14, 7;00 pm.
2/12
TilE STUDENT VETERANS Association wii! hold
their monthly m~ering for the month of Feb, o~
Tues., Feb, 9, (982 at 7 p.m. in the Child Care CDOp, Mesa Vista.
2/10

10. Cardiograms
YOUR VALENTINE'S FLOWERS, Carnations 35
cents or 3/$1.00, SUB .Flower Cart. friday,
February 12ih, 10AM·3PM.
2/12
CHAMP, I J,QVE You. da.bum.
2/12
GREEN TIGER VAI.ENTINE:, and Excalibur
Driefing·Rainbow Place, SS~ Wyoming NE, lOAM·
7PM. 255·5222.
2/12
SURPRIZE TliAT SPECIAL someone wilh
homemade Valentine cakes, coo~ies, decQrated gianl
cookies, etc. Reasonable prices, 293-2496.
2/12
l.O'J'S Of I.OVE to the best Mom and Dad ill the
world. Happy Valentinei week. ·Love, l.iliian. 2/12
Kt:l.l.Y w. We want II! wish .our l:lest ol' buddies a
very happy Valentines Day! Love, Leslie, Liz,
Denise, Jnleh and Kim.
2/12
S·M SIOUX SUE: X wouldn't hit you.
2/15
DUCKY 8, YOU'LL ALWAYS tfave a warm spot in
mY heart and a soft spot In my bed. Or vice versa.
Love, B. Bear.
2110
BOETICIIER, I SING•to you, "I wouldn't have
missed it for rhe world." Love, The Shlvercr. 2/10
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY Art C., Your
Sweetheart, Rurh.
2/12
TO COWGIRl. GIBBS: Your lust I trust .Is a must
for us! Lover.
2/12
TOUD 5,, YOU'RE l_he main nut l!l !!!is squjrr~l's
tree. Read any good buttons lately?,
2110
KEVIN f, 1)0 you believe in love at first sight? I do,
2112
!IRIAN D., IIAPPV Valentine's Day from your
greatest admirer.
2110
UOUG, YOU'RE SUCH a Honey! Love. T.L. 2/12
MONICA, YOU'RE TERRIFIC! Secret Admirer.
2/10
n.B.A,, YOU ARE the most important person In
mylirc.lloveyou. T.w.w.
2110
M. SANCHEZ AT Continuing Ed. Happy
Valentine's Day from someone who admires you
from afar.
2/10
M. McCARTHY: LOVE and kisses from someone
who has torrid dreams about you. Suffering Lady.
2/10
TO TilE LOBO Lovelies, Happy Valenrincs Day
Helen, Kelly, Judy, and Margaret. Thanks for
everything. Love, A fellow staffer.
2/12
TIIROBBIN: ROSES ARE red but .the trees are
bare, I'm here in the Rockies and you're still out
2110
there. Love, Jimbo.
I tOVE YOU Mike. Love, Deb.
2110
VAl.ENTINE CAKES. CVSTOMI~t:O, Low
prices. Free delivery to the dorms. Call 242·3028
after 5:00.
2/12

c;cnrered

3. Services
GUITAR I.F.SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
PROt'ESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
3/1
A· I TYPIST· TERM papers, resumes 299·8970.
2112
TYPING FROM TilE Word Co, We use a word
processor for quick turnaround time and accUtl\te
changes.Call247-2326.
. .
2126
TYPING PROFL'ISIONAl. QUALITY.• Typeright.
265·5203.
2/iO
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CI.ASS1CAI., other
styles. 867·3 ISS.
. 2126
TYPING• Tllf.SIS, DISSf.RTATIONS, Reports,
l.etters, Statistical, etc. Call Annita 299•3781. 2126
IIRY CLEANING AT economy prices, SI.OO per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central SE. Open 7·11. Next
door to Balkin-Hobbins leeCrearn.
2/26
NEEI) TUTORING. ENGINEERING graduate is
ready to help. Call Sean 883·3046.
2112
DOES YOUR MOTIIER complain you don't write
enough? Do you hate writing business leuers711ire a
>eribel Good vocabulary. Good prices. Call Diana
for details at 296-8952, 8am-2pm, 7-lOpm.
2110
f:nUCATEU FRENCIIMAN WILL translate any
English or Spanish te~t into excellent French.
Philosophical, Hlerary, commercial, legal, personal,
ere. Discretion assured. 1'el. 268·3474.
2115
INEXPENSIVE fOREIGN LANGUAGE tutoring
and instruction. 293·406S.
2/IS
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L 127 Harvard SE

.
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1

--------------

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

4. Housing
IIOiJst:MATL'i WANTED TO share super•nfee
N.E. horne. Neat UNM (walking distance), fireplace,
yatd, garage, barbecue. Sl50.od month phis share or
utilities. Call Cathy 266-00.52.
2/16
Tilt: CITADti,.SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. nus service every jO minutes. I bedroom
or effidency, from S220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwa!lrer and disposal, tccrcatlon
tooin, swimming pool, TV toont and laundry, Adull
couples, rto pets. 1520Univi:rsity NE. 243•2494. tfn
IIOUSESITIER: I AM looking for an aparrment. or
house lo houseslt during spring semester {or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar•
dwork. Catherine, 242·1228.
.tfn
f'OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., SIBS/mo., all uiilities paid, SIOO securhy
dcp<lslt. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. tl!ease cat! before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
2111
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apattment, 5120; I
bedroom, SISO, Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf ecorse. Close to UNM alld TVI, IJJj Wellesley
S.E. 2$6.7148.
212S
WANT CONSIDERATE MALE studenl to share
house near UNM with other serious students. No
drugs, Sn!Oklng. sm plus $50 D.O. Utllit.ies ind.
WID niitl FP. CaiiS-7 p.m. M·l'., Matlee, 268-li617.

2119
Al.L UTII.ITIES I'Am. ~utnish attractive ef·
ficiency $195 per rnonth~ very cozy, near UN·
Mtshopplng and park:,.~S·326S.
2/10
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Magazines
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EVERYTHING
Always
112 Prtce!
Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperback~· • Collectors
Records

% PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
5 Eagle's nest
1 Time gone by 6 Lie down
4 Continent:
7 Curve
Abbr.
8 Urge on
6Swlft
9 Zeus's
11 Wig
beloved
13Mistake3
10 Curtains
15 Preposition 12Pronoun
16 Hot desert
14 Strict
wind
17 Paddles
18 Near
20 Flock
19 Rhodium
23 Exclamation
symbol
,24 Part of "to
21 Clock face
be"
22 Drug
25 Expired
24 Matured
27 Dines
26 Great Lake 30 Golf mounds
28 Pronoun
32 Vessels
29 Earn
35 Testified
31 Ginger37 SEATO's kin
33 Tin symbol
38 Holding
34Act
device
36 Jacket
39 Vegetable
38 Centimeters 41 Separate
(abbr.)
40 Profound
42 Declare
45 Chern. bldg.
47 Resorts
49 Portico
50Wargod
52 Heraldic
bearing
54 Hindu mantra
55- and Mrs.
58 Hold .
59 Cooled lava
61 Hair ointment
63Hand1es
65 Weary
66 Compass pt.
67 Bribe
DOWN
1 Likely
2 Man's name
3 Conjunction
4SIIde

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

43 Salad Item
44 Diphthong
46 Exist
48 Laths
51 Clcattbc
53 European

land
57 Poem
58 Compass pt.
60Snake
62 Scale note
64Whlle

